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March 23, 2018 

 

Mayor Donald D. Lyons 

City Council Members 

 

Dear Mayor Lyons and City Council Members:  

 

Next meeting:  Council, Monday 3/26/18, 7:30 pm 

 

The following report has been prepared to provide you with an update on current issues or 

projects in progress: 

 

Department of Public Services Update  

DPS Director Chad Tyrakowski reports that this week the 

electric crew hung banners for the upcoming Dogwood 

Festival.  In addition, they continue working to rebuild a 

section of North Lowe St.  The crew was able to transfer 

the primary circuit feeds and all the lateral primaries as 

well.  They are in the process of installing, transferring,    

and connecting a new neutral conductor.  They hope to       

begin installation and transferring the secondary services 

this afternoon.   

 

Thanks to the dry weather, the street crew is making some 

good progress with patching voids and pot-holes, and have 

been through the city a few times.  The leaf-vac has also 

been able to make a couple passes through the city, 

collecting leaves and brush 

remaining from the last 

season.  The park/grounds crew began some spring-cleaning of 

the cemetery, parks, and downtown, also starting bed work and 

trimming ornamental trees.  Preparations for this weekend’s 

Eggstravaganza have also been completed. 

 

The sewer/water crew made great headway with 

cleaning/televising the downtown sewer system, with minimal 

disturbance to traffic flow.  In the process, we found an 

undocumented sewer line/manhole that appears to run between 

Commercial and Division, with several laterals along the way.  

This will be explored further, and capped if found to be 

abandoned.  In addition, this crew, with the help of the electric crew, pulled a problematic pump 

at the Vineyard Place lift station.  Non-flushable wipes found when disassembling the pump 

were the culprit, and are a possible cause of ongoing issues at this location. 

 



Our water crew is in the process of inspecting cross-connects, and preparing for annual water 

sampling.  We also met with Wightman’s and CES in regard to the Indian Lake SAW Grant 

cleaning/televising. 

 

This has been quite a week for customer service, with staff on all levels fielding various 

concerns of our customers, doing our best to provide the highest level of attention to their needs. 

 

I attended the 2018 first quarter meeting of the Southwest Michigan Branch of the American 

Public Works Association, meeting peers from many of our neighboring communities, and 

learning some valuable information related to street paving base preparation/optimization. 

 

DART 

Earlier today Rozanne Scherr received an interesting email from the MDOT regarding the 

DART data that was submitted in the annual report to the State. The State noticed that 

passenger trips increased by 11.83% while vehicle miles and vehicle hours decreased and 

wanted further explanation. Rozanne was able to share that the decreased miles and hours were 

based on strategic decisions within our operations to control costs. It is good to see that staff’s 

commitment to both service and cost caught the eye of MDOT program managers.  

 

Easter Eggstravaganza –  

Don’t miss the annual Easter Eggstravaganza, tomorrow on the lawn of City Hall Park.              

The fun starts at 10:30 AM.   

 

 

 

Sincerely, 
 

 

      City Manager 


